controll.er fingers supported on brass- bJoeke wbklt- iB·
tum are mounted on a block of wood. The brass blocks
form the terminals of a loop from the resistor circuit of
the control system. Brass stops are mounted as shown
to permit adjustment of the spring tension by means of
the set screws. The contact fingers are bridged by
means of a brass, wedge-shaped contact block mounted
on the end of a wooden rod which is retracted whenever the step is down.
The contactor is inclosed in a wooden box, 8 in. long
and 7 in. wide, lined with asbestos board. This is surrounded by another box 20 in. long, 9l1z in. wide, 5% in.
deep, with cover, in one end of which is the guide for
the step rod.

Reclaiming Warped Resistance Grids
By
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cost of doing this work. including energy and labor,
amounts to enly S or 4 cents,. as against a present net
cost of 14 cents to 28 cents for a new grid, depending
on the size.

Developments in Electrical Apparatus
During 1917
Development Work Has Suffered Owing to Congestion of Orders for Standard Apparatus
HE Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company has prepared a comprehensive review of the
manufacturing and engineering situation in this field
during the last year. From this review the following
paragraphs have been abstracted.

T

POWER GENERATION AND DISTRIBUTION

Supedntendent of Rolling Stock Denver (Col.) Tramway

The demand for underfeed stokers has been greater
ANY resistance grids which are broken or badly than was anticipated,.most.of.tbe-stokers for.ne.w-plants
warped can be reclaimed to make savings which being for use with relatively large boiler units. The
represent quite a considerable proportion of the cost of 1200-hp. to 1400-hp. sizes are popular. In a plant at
new grids. On our system the broken grids are re- Windsor, W. Va., which will be described in a later isclaimed by welding, which is a rather simple process. sue of the ELECTRIC RAILWAY JOURNAL, stokers of this
We have also devised a scheme for reclaiming warped type have been installed to evaporate 100,000 lb. of
grids by heating them with current and holding them water each per hour from 100 deg. feed-water temperain proper position while they cool.
ture to steam at 250 lb. gage pressure, superheated to
250 deg. For two hours these stokers can cause an evaporation of 120,000 lb. per hour. The company finds a
demand for the Roney stokers which is still ahead of
available production. Most of these, however, are for
small industrial plants.
In generating equipment the most nQtable feature
has been the increasing use of hydroelectric power,
stimulated by the high cost of coal. During the year the
Montana Power Company has installed:four 12,000-kva.
vertical units at Holter, Mont., very iargely to supply
power for the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. 'Paul electrification. The high cost of materials, labor, etc., has also
stimulated the use of synchronous conaensers for power
factor correction and voltage regulation. This it has
SCHEME FOR HOLDING GRIDS IN SHAPE WHILE COOLING
done because the installation of such apparatus saves an
increase in transmission line copper, or all6WS . a:dd~
The rig fixed up for doing this work is shown in the tional load to be taken on a given line.
accompanying illustration. A piece of lIz·in. transite
The outstanding feature of the switchboard business
board, 18 in. wide and 48 in. long, reinforced on the has been the continued purchase of switch gear of great
back with a ¥.a.-in. iron plate, is ~uipped with %,-in. initial and ultimate capacity. A number of 150,000bolts properly spaced so that three grids can be bolted volt outdoor oil circuit breakers of rupturing capacity
on the board at one time. The proper spacing between far in advance of anything heretofore within the limits
adjacent segments of the grids is maintained by in- of high-voltage breakers have been completed. These
serting No. 8-32 machine screws as spacers. These pro- breakers have round instead of elliptical tanks, domed
ject through the transite and into a liz-in. fiber strip on instead of almost flat tops, and are of rolled steel conthe back, which is used in order to make the threads struction.
hold.
Among other developments worthy of mention. are the
An arm made of liz-in. x 3-in. transite, 86 in. long, is frame-mounted, indoor and outdoor high-powered steel
hinged at one end of the board and clamped down at the tub 73,000-volt breaker, the combination 37,500-volt and
other, thereby holding the grids firmly against the 132,000-volt outdoor single-pole disconnecting switches
board. Electrical connection is made by ~.of.~-_. -aRd·~e coils-al-l.-.on~8I'00II1~"Bldti'ttle"1j6,OOOper connecting strips on the back of the board. A cur- volt post-type bus supports and' disconnecting switches.
rent of about 250 amp. is maintained for approximately There has also been developed a very compact drum type
thirty seconds through the three grids in series. This of circuit breaker controller. . A number. of outd()()r
brings the -grids to a red heat, and as they arE! held' switch houses have been installed to contrDl circuits up
firmly in position while they cool off they remain per- to 6600 and 11,000 volts, a considerable increase in voltmanently in a plane.
age over previous practice. The Westinghouse Company
In the illustration, the midd}e grid is warped, typical has also developed a control equipment for automatic
of the condition before reclaiming, while the one at the rotary converter substations. . ..
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For·the proteeiion 6f apptiratu!r on railway cars fur~
ther developments have been ,made in the use of condensers by su~~bunding them l ~itlt 'ni61d1!(l ,insu~ing
cases impervioua.,te- moistlire-.·· The-eapacity has been
increased to 1 microfarad in all fort:Ds of arresters (for
pole mounting as' \veil 8s"carmounting) 'giving a static
discharge cap8city,said to be' sufficient 'to take' care of
the wo~~t conditions found in practice.
" , .
During the year' the 'company has added to its line
of motors a new type, No. 57'1, having a rating of 200
hp. at 600 volts., 'This motor is' especially suited for
heavy subway service and is a striking contrast to the
''Wee'' motor. The H.S. and H.S.D. types of control'
hav,e ;b~n cOlJ1binEJd int~ ao~e-piece outfit for economy
of s~~, and sirpplicitY,of wiring, and, mounting.
Regeneration has been extended to ordinary interurban aJ)plica~i9n!l, espe;ciallY in locomotive service, and
it, is expected that this development will rapidly expand.
STEAM RAILROAD
ELECTRIFICATION
...
.

The past year has seen considerable detail development and improvement in' apparatus pertaining to electrification of steam railroads. The company has developed a very' powerful split-phase locomotive which
weighs 250 tons complete, has a horsepower capacity of
4800 and a maximum tractive effort of 130,000 lb., all
concentrated in one single cab unit. The locomotive
contains a synchronous phase converter by means of
which 100 per cent power factor can be obtained. This
eliminates some of the line losses encountered with the
induction type of phase converters.
The. high-voltage direct-current system has also receivedattention and a high-powered passenger locomo:tiv~ 'was designed.. 'This will be rated at 4000 hp. and
the,s:l;arting tractiv.e ~ffo.rt will be 112,000 lb. The total
weight· will' be 266' tons.' This engine will also be a
'.
single cab ull'it; : , .

(A)oling Water'f()r Power Plant
, , PurpOses *
"
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New 'Type of ,Adjustable Spr~y Head-Npzzles
Should. Be Kept as Low,
PossIble-Efficiency
"Increases with Increase in· Pressure and
Decrease in Capacity

as

XPERIMENTS to ascertain the co~ditions governing the cooling ,of water by means of spray ponds,
involving the efficiency of the cooling process under
varying" conditions of .pressure at the spray nozzles,
temperature of water to be cooled, power applied to. the
pump; and' height of sprays above the pond, have been
conducted by the department of engineering of The
Johns Hopkins Uni,versity. , The pond used was 35 ft.
in diameter and 4 ft. deep and the water w'as ordinarily
sprayed through one spray head, or nozzle.. A. motor.driven centrifugal pump with 4-in. suction and dill:charge, was used toseRd the water through the condenser tube to the spray. head.. .The pr~ssure of, the
spray head was in all cases measured by means, of. a
mercury column c~npected to .the, elltrance. of the spraY,ing device. Wind velocity was measured, on a,standard
anemometer and the. hllmidityby means ,of a wet-and-

E

-Abstract of paper deJlTered before annual meeting of American
Society of Mecllanlcal Engtneerll, by Carl C. Thomas.

dry-bulb sling psychrometer. The amount 'of water
cireulatedwas measured over a 10-in.weir,.ft:tted wit!{
mierometer hobk "gage. 'About 600 tests'were made.
The adjustable" spray head used in most of the tests
consisted of a cast-iron supporting base containing the
water-entry opening, and carrying a 3:14-in. outside
diameter bronze tube in which was cut a spiral opening
of coarse pitch. This opening was cut with a tool
placed at an angle of about 60 deg., with the axis of
tbe tube so that the water was thrown up at this angle.
The spiral tube was held between the base and a cap
which fitted the top by means of a central bronze stem.
This passed down to a close clearance bushing in' the
base. The stem was movable and operated through a bellcrank and an extended vertical arm, giving accurate
control of the position of the stem. The result of the
motion was to either' increase or decrease the fineness
of the film of water as it left the spray head. When the
head was in operation, the water was discharged in a
continuous sheet in a direction which inclined upward,
due to the angle of the spiral opening. As the water
film spread, it became thinner on account of its increase
in diameter until a point was reached where the surface
tension, was ,overe~me, and the sheet of water broke
into a uniformly. fine spray, a mist or a large Dumber
of small' dropS, .depending upon the size of opening to
which the .spray ·had been adjusted. This prindpleof
spraying a liquid as a result, of the spreading of a film
of water until it breaks into mists, or spray, or fine
drops, is particularly applicable to low-pressure work.
The pressures used in the experiments described are
,,relativelY low, being in general from 5 in. to 8 in. of
mercury. '
It was' desired to ascertain, among other things, the '
effect of placing a wire fiy-screen cylinder about the
spray head, and many of the tests were so made. Under
some conditions this screen seemed to improve the efficiency, but in general it was not found to be necess&1'y.
The efficiency of a cooling pond or tower may be ex'pressed as a ratio between the cooling actually produced and that which would have resulted from cooling
the water down to the dew-point or wet-bulb temperature. A perfect spray cooling device would be one
capa.ble of' subdividing the water so that evaporation
would take place at the dew-point and to an extent such
as to lowet· the pressure of the remaining liquid spray
to that temPerature.
Experiments were made at three initial temperatures.
namely, 98, 105 and 125 deg. Fahr., adjusting the spray
head to suit the weather conditions. The results show
that the efficiency increases with an increase in pressure, anti with a decrease in capacity, and that the increase in efficiency is slightly less for temperatures of
105 and 125 deg. than for a temperature of 98 deg.
Tests made to obtain the efficiencies with water falling
upon the bare cement bottom of the pond as compared
with those' resulting when the pond contained its norm~l 'amount of ·water were rather surprising in their
results, .showing efficiencies of from 15 to 20 per cent
less for the former. If a bare pond would serve as well
as one containing water, the construction of the ·pond
, could 'be -cheapened since less weight would come upon
the foundation and less material would be required for
the pond as a whole.
'
The average evaPoration may probably be taken at
about 2:14 per cent. This' win, of course; vary with
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